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MADDIE KOPP: Runner | Fitness + Lifestyle Blogger
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ON THE RUN



Maddie is a professional track runner passionate

about exploring new ways to create a fit, fun, and

mindful lifestyle. She wants to create content that

helps people live healthy lives and understand how

they can give back to the world around them.

On the Run

was born in the Fall of 2019 when Maddie realized

she wanted to readjust her own mentality and start

sharing inspiration for creating a fitness-oriented

and mindful home. You can expect to find workout

ideas, easy and healthy recipes, and motivation to

live a sustainable and impactful life! 

ABOUT  MADDIE  KOPP

SOCIAL STATISTICS

@maddddddddd

@mkontherun @mkontherun
439 Engaged Audience 

14k Audience

3,902 followers

av engagement rate: 12%

202 12

AUDIENCE DEMOGRAPHICS

69

19%

@mkontherun

94% 

US Based

79%

age 18-34

54%

Women

www.mkontherun.com

180
Unique Blog Post

Views



All things track- from training trips

to mental preparation. Workout tips

and routines to stay fit even when

you're super busy.

Eating healthy can be easy and

delicious with quick and creative

recipes. Sharing nutrition tips for a

healthy body and mind.

COLLABORATION REQUIREMENTS
1. SHARED PHOTOS MUST INCLUDE 

MY TAG @MADDDDDDDDD AND/OR @MKONTHERUN

 2. PLEASE SHARE CONTENT ANALYTICS 

USED IN PROMOTION IF PLACED ON YOUR PAGE/WEBSITE

3. I ASSUME ALL RIGHTS TO MY PHOTOS

CONTACT
Please contact Maddie for sponsorship or partnership opportunities, or custom packages. 

Email: hello.mkontherun@gmail.com

Or DM @maddddddddd

BLOG CATEGORIES

TRAINING & WORKOUTS LIFESTYLE & HOME

NUTRITION BEYOND RUNNING

Tips for building a productive

and sustainable home. 

Ways to give back to the sport

and through the sport... and

inspiring the next generation! 

www.mkontherun.com
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OFFERS & RATES
Collaboration opportunities are not exclusive to the following categories.

Suggestions for ideas and partnership opportunities are always welcome! Prices will

vary by project, however, a general pricing guideline is shown below. Prices are

negotiable based on a series of factors, which can gladly be discussed further. 

SOCIAL PROMOTIONS $10

SPONSORED BLOG POST $20

BRAND AMBASSADOR: negotiable

PRODUCT REVIEW $25

Includes posts to social media channels,

primarily Instagram, but others can be

discussed. Price is dependent on format

of content and number of posts.

A blog post created to showcase your

product in an authentic and creative

way. Maybe a day in my life, a tutorial, a

recipe, or a variety of other fun ideas!

Includes a series of social promotions and blog posts. Price is dependent on

expected deliverables and may be negotiated in exchange for gift product/service

or discounts. 

Includes a full post dedicated to your brand. Honest reviews include a product/service,

descriptions, pros and cons and custom photos. Price can be nogotiated for gifted

product.

GUEST BLOG $20

Includes unique content created for your blog or website. This could be paired with

social content. The post may also be on MK On the Run's blog page as well.
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